
Certificate of compatibility for  
Kingston Technology server memory 

As the world leader in memory, Kingston Technology is a proven choice when it comes to 
reliability and expertise. We design and build more memory for major Intel, AMD and    

RISC-based systems than anyone in the world.  As memory is Kingston Technology’s core 
business, we invest millions of dollars annually in R&D, testing systems and manufacturing 

processes dedicated to memory. 

This certificate guarantees that you will receive more than just a memory module when 
you purchase Kingston Technology memory products for your server: 

 
• Kingston Technology branded memory modules are guaranteed to be 100% compatible  

and work correctly in the specific machine they were designed for. 
 

• All system-specific memory modules are supported by a lifetime warranty†. Original 
equipment manufacturers typically offer between 1 to 3 year warranties for memory   
modules. 

 
• Each Kingston Technology memory module is thoroughly tested at all stages of            

manufacture.  In fact every cell, of every chip, of every module is fully tested before   
leaving the manufacturing plant. Our unique Server Burn-in process is the most       
thorough test a memory module can go through. 

 
• KingstonCare* ensures that in the rare event of a problem occurring, you would be able 

to receive reimbursement for any service calls required, or the attendance of a Kingston 
Technology authorised service partner free of charge, and even advanced replacement 
of any faulty module if needed.  KingstonCare is provided with ALL Kingston        
Technology branded server-specific modules free of charge for the lifetime of the     
module. 

Use of Kingston memory does not void your system warranty. 
Your written system warranty remains valid when using compatible components in the    

system.  Your original equipment service agreements and contracts are unaffected and are 
backed up by our KingstonCare program. 

You have the right to choose. 
As the customer, you have the right to choose a service configuration that works for your 

systems and company.  You are not breaking any warranty or service terms by using system 
components manufactured and supplied by companies who are experts in the supply of    

specific components. 
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* Please refer to the KingstonCare website for full terms & conditions. 
www.kingstoncare.com  
† 10 year warranty in France, Germany and Austria. 


